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Design, Methodology, Approach—The 2019 Report to Congress provides a case
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Findings—Excluding illegal fishing in foreign EEZs from the identification and
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Practical Implications—The definition of IUU fishing is instrumental in the
design of trade measures. Reform of the U.S. definition may broaden trade measures
affecting foreign states wishing to retain market access.
Originality, Value—This analysis assists scholars and policy makers in evaluating the rights of market states. Unilateral and regional trade measures are shaping
the evolving role of market states in fisheries law.
Keywords: due diligence, EEZ, flag state, IUU Fishing,
Moratorium Protection Act, stateless vessel, trade measures

I. Introduction1
On September 19, 2019, the USA’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) publicly released its 2019 biennial report to Congress, Improving
International Fisheries Management,2 identifying Ecuador, Mexico and the Republic
of Korea as states whose vessels are reportedly engaged in illegal, unreported or
unregulated (IUU) fishing activities under Section 609(a) of the High Seas Driftnet
Fishing Moratorium Protection Act.3
The biennial identification of foreign states is the first step in the USA’s unilateral three-step identification and certification procedure which analyzes the
enforcement of international fisheries law by foreign states. The USA will take measures against any state receiving a negative certification, including the closure of U.S.
ports and U.S. markets to that state’s fishing vessels, catch and fishery products.4
Additional economic sanctions may also be imposed.5 The USA is not unique in
imposing such trade measures. The EU,6 as well as numerous Regional Fisheries
Management Organizations (RFMOs),7 also identify non-cooperating or noncompliant states that may be subject to comparable trade measures.
Nonetheless, unilateral measures in pursuit of a global common interest, i.e.,
“ending” IUU fishing,8 may raise questions of legitimacy, sufficiency or coherence
if domestic laws and policies substantially differ from their purported international
law and policy basis. Systemic differences may first and foremost arise from different
definitions of IUU fishing. Unlike the EU’s practice, which largely follows the international law “definition” of IUU fishing in the International Plan of Action to Prevent,
Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (IPOA-IUU),9 the
USA has prescribed a definition of IUU fishing that is fundamentally different in
scope. To highlight this difference and its legislative impact, this article first introduces the USA’s identification and certification procedure (Part II). More specifically, this article addresses the consequences and acceptability of the U.S. definition
of IUU fishing as not including vessels engaged in illegal fishing in the waters under
the jurisdiction of a foreign state.
A novel section in the 2019 Report to Congress entitled “Concerns with China’s
Fishing Practices”10 is then both demonstrative of such a legislative gap and the currently hobbled U.S. response (Part III). When the USA implements the identification
8
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and certification procedure, the U.S. definition of IUU fishing precludes consideration of alleged widespread illegal fishing by Chinese-flagged vessels in the exclusive
economic zones (EEZs) of foreign states. States have a certain degree of flexibility
in defining IUU fishing.11 However, this practice demonstrates that the current definition results in an identification and certification procedure that is inconsistent
with U.S interests and is insufficient to address the USA’s global policy objectives
and responsibilities. The lessons learned should promote U.S. legislative reform and
equally assist other market states in designing unilateral measures that properly
address a global common interest.
The 2019 Report to Congress also raises concerns with IUU fishing by stateless
vessels with the “characteristics” of Chinese flagged vessels (Part IV). The identification and certification procedure seeks to address poor governance by foreign states.
Given the lack of an attributable flag state for vessels without nationality, state-tostate trade measures targeting flag states should exclude IUU fishing by vessels without nationality. Any possible trade measures against a flag state on the basis of the
“characteristics” of stateless vessels is inappropriate.
This article concludes with the way forward for the USA and other states adopting unilateral trade measures to combat IUU fishing (Part V). Wider lessons on
ensuring transparent and unbiased implementation of market state measures are
also raised.
Finally, this article focuses on China because it is the subject of the new “concerns” section of the 2019 Report to Congress. An independent IUU Fishing Index
also ranked China as the worst performing flag state in 2019 (excluding landlocked
states).12 But, it is not the objective of this paper to address the factual basis of
NOAA’s concerns, nor the Chinese response. The arguments below concern the
appropriate substantive design of trade measures. These design arguments do not
affect the market states’ procedural discretion in implementation, nor suggest China
must be identified.

II. Existing Tools: U.S. Identification
and Certification of States Engaged in IUU Fishing13
Through the High Seas Driftnet Fisheries Enforcement Act14 and the High Seas
Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act15 the USA has given itself a legal tool to
address foreign states or fishing entities that engage in IUU fishing.16 This mechanism
involves three steps.
First, having collected and analyzed data from various sources, the USA will
identify foreign states “whose vessels engaged in illegal, unreported, or unregulated
fishing.”17 States may also be identified for certain violations of RFMO measures to
which the USA is a party, or for not effectively regulating IUU fishing in a fishery
where no RFMO exists.18
U.S legislation sets minimum standards on what should be in the U.S. definition
of IUU fishing.19 Implementing regulation then defines IUU fishing:
Unilateral Trade Measures and the Importance of Defining IUU Fishing
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Illegal, unreported, or unregulated (IUU) fishing means:
(1) In the case of parties to an international fishery management agreement to
which the United States is a party, fishing activities that violate conservation and
management measures required under an international fishery management
agreement to which the United States is a party, including but not limited to
catch limits or quotas, capacity restrictions, bycatch reduction requirements,
shark conservation measures, and data reporting;
(2) In the case of non-parties to an international fishery management agreement to which the United States is a party, fishing activities that would undermine the conservation of the resources managed under that agreement;
(3) Overfishing of fish stocks shared by the United States, for which there are
no applicable international conservation or management measures, or in areas
with no applicable international fishery management organization or agreement,
that has adverse impacts on such stocks; or,
(4) Fishing activity that has a significant adverse impact on seamounts,
hydrothermal vents, cold water corals and other vulnerable marine ecosystems
located beyond any national jurisdiction, for which there are no applicable conservation or management measures or in areas with no applicable international
fishery management organization or agreement.
(5) Fishing activities by foreign flagged vessels in U.S. waters without authorization of the United States.20

The U.S definition delineates the scope of identification and thus the U.S procedure
and trade measures. This definition differs from the international definition found
in the IPOA-IUU. The IPOA-IUU does not provide a universally accepted legal definition of IUU fishing, but it does provide an “authoritative description of the types
of activities that states wish to legally constrain.”21 IUU fishing is defined as:
3.1 Illegal fishing refers to activities:
3.1.1 conducted by national or foreign vessels in waters under the jurisdiction
of a State, without the permission of that State, or in contravention of its laws
and regulations;
3.1.2 conducted by vessels flying the flag of States that are parties to a relevant
regional fisheries management organization but operate in contravention of the
conservation and management measures adopted by that organization and by
which the States are bound, or relevant provisions of the applicable international
law; or
3.1.3 in violation of national laws or international obligations, including those
undertaken by cooperating States to a relevant regional fisheries management
organization.
3.2 Unreported fishing refers to fishing activities:
3.2.1 which have not been reported, or have been misreported, to the relevant
national authority, in contravention of national laws and regulations; or
3.2.2 undertaken in the area of competence of a relevant regional fisheries
management organization which have not been reported or have been misreported, in contravention of the reporting procedures of that organization.
3.3 Unregulated fishing refers to fishing activities:
3.3.1 in the area of application of a relevant regional fisheries management
organization that are conducted by vessels without nationality, or by those flying

10
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the flag of a State not party to that organization, or by a fishing entity, in a manner that is not consistent with or contravenes the conservation and management
measures of that organization; or
3.3.2 in areas or for fish stocks in relation to which there are no applicable conservation or management measures and where such fishing activities are conducted in a manner inconsistent with State responsibilities for the conservation
of living marine resources under international law.22

For example, the U.S. paragraph 4 on unregulated fishing activities that impact
vulnerable marine ecosystems is arguably broader in some respects than paragraph
3.3.2 of the IPOA-IUU. In the words of one objecting state, it goes beyond internationally agreed binding standards and a failure to meet non-binding standards found
in UNGA resolutions or FAO guidelines should not be defined as IUU fishing.23
This author does not take a position on that debate, but it does highlight the differences of opinion on whether an activity is conducted “in a manner inconsistent with
State responsibilities”—an explicit requirement under the IPOA-IUU definition but
not the U.S definition. For proponents of treating some unregulated fishing as similar
to illegal fishing for the purposes of imposing measures, that requirement is a necessity of the IUU definition.24 For others,25 imposing U.S. standards without any reference to flag state responsibilities would likely be circumspect as supporting an
assertion to high seas fishing denied to foreign states.
There are two relevant points for this paper on which the U.S definition of IUU
fishing is narrower than the international definition. First, the conduct of vessels
without nationality is not included. As NOAA points out, the international definition
may, for example, be used to identify vessels engaged in IUU fishing that should be
denied port entry under the Port State Measures Agreement26 and U.S law.27 That
would include the conduct of vessels without nationality. But these vessels would
be inappropriate to include in any definition of IUU fishing used to identify responsible flag states. Vessels without nationality are by definition lacking in the “genuine
link” required to hold any flag state accountable.28 This demonstrates that the definition of IUU fishing in domestic law need not be identical to the international definition.
Second, the U.S. definition includes illegal fishing activities in waters under the
jurisdiction of the USA (para. 5), but does not, in general, include illegal fishing in
the waters under the jurisdiction of a foreign state (IPOA-IUU, para. 3.1.1). This
also excludes fishing activities that are unreported or misreported to foreign coastal
states (IPOA-IUU, para. 3.2.1), which for convenience is treated by this article as a
form of illegal fishing.29
Therefore, by design, the U.S. identification procedure can only consider illegal
fishing in foreign EEZs if that conduct is also in violation of (U.S., para. 1; IPOAIUU, paras. 3.1.2–3.1.3, 3.2.2)—or undermines the effectiveness of (U.S., para. 2;
IPOA-IUU, para. 3.3.1)—conservation and management measures (CMMs) adopted
by an RFMO to which the USA is a party.30 In light of the 2019 Report to Congress,
this paper will return to the topic of whether it remains appropriate to exclude illegal
fishing in the waters under the jurisdiction of a foreign state (Part III) or vessels
Unilateral Trade Measures and the Importance of Defining IUU Fishing
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without nationality (Part IV) from a definition of IUU fishing that “establishes a
process to identify and certify nations […] to promote sustainable fishing activities
by their vessels.”31
In short, the U.S. definition of IUU fishing is limited to fishing activities that
directly infringe upon U.S. fisheries interests, apart from activities that impact vulnerable marine ecosystems (VMEs) located outside an RFMO area. Foreign flag
states undermining sustainable fisheries globally, in fisheries in which the USA does
not have a stake, cannot be identified—with the exception of deep-sea fishing shown
to impact VMEs.
Following identification, the second stage involves notification and consultation
of the identified state. The purpose is to encourage the state “to take the appropriate
corrective action.”32
The third and final stage involves U.S. certification of whether the foreign state
has taken sufficient corrective action to address the IUU fishing activities.33 The
next Report to Congress after identification should include this certification; positive
for states that address the IUU fishing activities, negative for those which cannot
provide sufficient evidence of actions taken. If a certification decision cannot be reached
in time, a discretionary shipment-by-shipment market entry procedure could apply
to fish or fish products from the vessels of the identified but uncertified state.34
When a state receives a negative certification, its flagged-vessels and the state’s
catch and fishery products may be subject to U.S. restrictions on importation35 and
the denial of port entry or other port privileges.36 Additional economic sanctions
may be imposed if the previous measures prove unsuccessful, or the targeted state
retaliates.37 Additional economic sanctions may “prohibit the bringing or the importation into the United States of any products from the offending country for any
duration as the President determines appropriate and to the extent that such prohibition is sanctioned by the World Trade Organization […] or the multilateral
trade agreements.”38
By denying a foreign state market access for its fish or fish products, or ports
access for fishing vessels flying its flag, the USA hopes to persuade the foreign state
to adopt reform and to exercise effective flag state jurisdiction. The USA has, in
principle, the right to exercise jurisdiction over foreign vessels or products seeking
access to American ports or the American market.39 Furthermore, if the USA limits
itself to exercising its own international law rights, in a manner consistent with its
other obligations under international law, these measures are an exercise of retorsion
and not countermeasures.40 As an internationally lawful—but unfriendly—act, retorsion is distinguishable from countermeasures by the fact retorsion does not require
any prior violation of international law by the targeted state.41
A clear legal basis and the lack of any need to demonstrate the foreign state violated international law would provide the U.S. with considerable discretion in which
states it identifies and the process or threshold it uses for identification. Hence, the
USA may use a broader definition of IUU fishing for its identification and certification procedure. Defining deep-sea fishing that impacts VMEs as IUU fishing only
imposes stricter conservation standards for fishery products exported to the U.S.
12
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market, or for fishing vessels visiting U.S. ports. It does not define IUU fishing for
the purposes of any extraterritorial regulation,42 nor impose any countermeasures
that would require demonstrating the flag state has first violated international law.
Questions of legality may however arise upon whether these rights are implemented in a manner consistent with the USA’s other obligations under international
law, notably limitations in international trade law. Similar port state and market
state measures have been challenged under the General Agreement on Trade and
Tariffs (GATT).43 Of particular contention are the requirements in the chapeau to
Article XX, whereby a measure must not be unduly restrictive on trade and must
not unjustifiably discriminate against GATT parties. World Trade Organization
(WTO) law appears to allow considerable space for unilateral trade measures combatting IUU fishing, if properly designed and implemented.44
The USA implements other comparable identification and certification procedures to address other global common interests. These may overlap with the IUU
fishing identification procedure. For example, the highly destructive nature of largescale pelagic driftnet fishing is recognized by the international community.45 The
proactive response of the USA, including its unilateral trade measures, played no
small part in building multilateral consensus and giving effect to the global moratorium found in non-binding UNGA resolutions.46 States “whose nationals or vessels
conduct large-scale driftnet fishing beyond the exclusive economic zone of any
nation” may therefore be identified.47 Again, the applicable fish and products from
that state may be subject to import prohibitions or greater documentation requirements. The fishing vessels of identified states are denied port entry or other port
privileges. Additional economic sanctions are again possible.48
Another comparable procedure addresses the bycatch of protected living marine
resources (PLMR).49 This includes very specific requirements for reviewing foreign
laws, such as “in the case of pelagic longline fishing, includes mandatory use of circle
hooks.”50 It is interesting to note the 2019 Report to Congress also highlights the possible expansion of this procedure to address seabird conservation as a “global concern.”51 In the case of special interests such as shark conservation, identification by
the USA may actually occur under the procedure for IUU fishing, PLMR or an additional high seas shark conservation comparability procedure.52
Finally, in practice the USA has rarely resorted to imposing measures because
foreign states are generally given a positive certification in the Report to Congress
following identification for IUU fishing. An exception occurred in 2017 when Mexico
received a negative certification for IUU fishing (U.S. definition, paras. 3 and 5).53
Mexican-flagged vessels fishing in the Gulf of Mexico were subject to denial of U.S.
port access and services.54 An earlier case involving Italian large-scale driftnet fishing
vessels resulted in Italy being identified, but an agreement on measures necessary
“to effect the immediate termination of Italian large-scale high seas driftnet fishing”
resulted in trade sanctions being avoided.55 From 1996 to 2015, Italian exports of
applicable fish and fish products to the USA were nonetheless subject to additional
documentation requirements.56 Turning to previous U.S practice on China, the 2009
Report to Congress identified China as having vessels engaged in IUU fishing activUnilateral Trade Measures and the Importance of Defining IUU Fishing
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ities.57 As China took appropriate corrective measures, it was given a positive certification in the 2011 Report to Congress.58

III. Existing Gaps: States Having Vessels
Engaged in Illegal Fishing in Foreign EEZs
The 2019 Report to Congress is the first occasion in which NOAA has included
a section highlighting allegations of IUU fishing by the vessels of one state which
do not fall within the U.S. definition of IUU fishing. The report summarizes alleged
illegal fishing and related activities by Chinese-flagged vessels in the EEZs of
Argentina, Senegal, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Guinea Bissau, Vanuatu, Micronesia,
Ecuador and Peru. NOAA’s research raised further examples indicating “a possible
pervasive problem from Chinese-flagged fishing vessels.”59 Previous reports included
“countries of interest,” but these were states that adequately responded to avoid
identification and not those responsible for IUU fishing activities excluded from
the U.S. definition.60
This is also a notable escalation in attention by Reports to Congress on illegal
fishing in foreign EEZs. Previously, at most the 2013 Report to Congress made passing
references to the activities of Ghanaian-flagged and Korean-flagged vessels in Liberian waters,61 and the 2009 Report to Congress raised concerns over activities excluded
by “the geographic scope and nature of alleged IUU fishing.”62 NOAA’s increasing
interest in China correlates with rising political and economic tensions between the
USA and China. But it also correlates with the significant expansion of China’s distant water fleet in terms of vessels and their catch, distance and fishing efforts in
foreign EEZs.63
The major drawback of some forms of IUU fishing falling outside the identification framework is that the formal procedure and consultations cannot by triggered.
In prescribing this geographic limitation in the U.S. definition of IUU fishing, the
trade measures, by design, discriminate between foreign states facilitating illegal
fishing that directly infringes upon U.S. fisheries interests and foreign states facilitating other illegal fishing. Including U.S. fisheries interests within the design of
trade measures, as opposed to NOAA’s discretion in the implementation of those
trade measures, is distinguishable and results in practices difficult to rationalize on
any other basis. Comparable EU practice does not discriminate between illegal fishing in its design of trade measures, but still retains EU discretion in where it focuses
its attention for implementation.64 EU fisheries interests could be a factor for consideration during implementation.
A comparison between China and Korea in the 2019 Report to Congress is illustrative of this disconnect between NOAA’s IUU fishing concerns and the current design
of trade measures purportedly “to promote sustainable fishing activities by their vessels.”65 NOAA’s significant concerns with China’s control of a large number of vessels
illegally operating across a large number of maritime zones (IPOA-IUU, para. 3.1.1)
is prohibited from being considered for identification. And yet, Korea is identified
14
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because of NOAA’s relatively minor concerns with the adequacy of Korean sanctions
applied against two vessels (IPOA-IUU, para. 3.1.2; U.S. definition para. 1).66 International law does not dictate that state-to-state trade measures must combat all
forms of IUU fishing. Nonetheless this article will now argue that this discrimination
in the design of trade measures between states facilitating different forms of illegal
fishing does not serve the interests of the USA or the international community.
Reform is possible as the USA is not prohibited by international law from using
state-to-state trade measures to address states facilitating illegal fishing in foreign
EEZs. Indeed, Vietnam was notified under the EU’s non-cooperating states procedure for, among other reasons, not controlling its vessels illegally fishing in foreign
EEZs.67 The same can be said of U.S. domestic legislation, whereby the Moratorium
Protection Act does not prohibit NOAA from defining illegal fishing in foreign EEZs
as IUU fishing for the purposes of identification and certification.68
In (re)designing trade measures, it was noted that the domestic definition of
IUU fishing is flexible (Part II). However, in using a holistic definition as the starting
point envisaged by the IPOA-IUU,69 states should then avoid significant differences
in definition without reason. States should be moving toward greater specificity on
the activities that constitute IUU fishing. Any unreasoned exception for an entire
form of IUU fishing further risks a fragmented and ineffective global response to
IUU fishing.70 In particular, exceptions that are inconsistent with the recognized
threats of IUU fishing—including in non–U.S. EEZs—will diminish the genuine and
rationale link between the identification and certification procedure and its objectives.71 This disconnect can result in prima facie arbitrary and unjustified discrimination, as highlighted in the 2019 China/Korea example.
More generally, Swan argues that ensuring consistency in defining basic terms
such as IUU fishing is one objective of domestic fisheries legislation.72 Departures
from consistency in basic terminology is discouraged because this may undermine
wider compliance with—and enforcement of—fisheries conservation and management measures. The USA could hypothetically persuade all flag states to not facilitate
IUU fishing as currently defined in U.S. law. However, this could result in illegal
fishing under flags of non-compliance simply migrating to waters under the jurisdiction of foreign states, safe in the knowledge that identification and trade measures
are inapplicable. Rather than assisting those developing states without the necessary
resources and infrastructure to protect their waters from foreign illegal fishing,73 the
current design of U.S. trade measures could perversely exacerbate their struggle.74
The question therefore becomes whether there are justified reasons for this significant divergence in the definition of IUU fishing when adopting state-to-state
trade measures? For example, reasoning is apparent in the decision to exclude, as a
basis for identification, non-compliance with CMMs of RFMOs to which the USA
is not a party. From the perspective of U.S. interests, “it could result in a nation’s
identification for violations of international measures to which the United States is
not bound, and was not involved in developing.”75 That reasoning follows international practice recognizing that a state is not necessarily bound by the measures of
such RFMOs,76 although certain states may still be bound via the UN Fish Stocks
Unilateral Trade Measures and the Importance of Defining IUU Fishing
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Agreement (including the USA).77 In terms of international interests, GATT may
otherwise raise concerns of discriminatory restrictions being applied to the foreign
state’s access to a fishery that the USA does not impose on itself.78
These concerns do not arise in respect of the flag states’ obligations on illegal
fishing in foreign EEZs. The coastal state’s law provides the conservation and management measures binding upon all vessels conducting fishing activities in the EEZ,
regardless of flag state.79 In turn, both the SRFC Advisory Opinion and the South
China Sea Award held that UNCLOS imposes on flag states a due diligence obligation
to ensure its vessels are not illegally fishing in a foreign state’s EEZ.80 Soft law instruments support this conclusion,81 and EU notifications under the non-cooperating
states procedure interpret the flag state’s obligation as customary international law.82
Within the IPOA-IUU definition, para. 3.1.1 is the most well-defined and universally
accepted form of IUU fishing, including multilaterally agreed obligations on the flag
state. The U.S. definition thus excludes trade measures building on the clearest case
of a flag state not meeting established international obligations.83
This also undermines further U.S. objectives, namely, to remain a global leader
in sustainable fisheries where combatting IUU fishing is a global threat requiring
coordinated global action.84 As a key market state in “the exploitation of fisheries
products globally,”85 the USA recognizes it has a responsibility to combat IUU fishing. Other large market states, including the EU, share this responsibility to not
allow their markets to support IUU fishing.86 The role of market states in international fisheries law is in a state of flux, so market state leadership on state-to-state
trade measures is first and foremost gained through their appropriate design. The
2019 Report to Congress is further evidence that the current identification procedure
unnecessarily excludes a potential global threat to sustainable fisheries.87 A design
that should not be followed by other market states.
Furthermore, it is generally accepted that environmental trade measures are
not purely altruistic but serve domestic economic interests such as protecting local
businesses and consumers.88 This is not inherently wrong. Flag states also conduct
distant water fishing for geostrategic reasons unconnected to their economic or
social fisheries interests.89
However, limiting trade measures to IUU fishing activities that directly infringe
U.S. fisheries interests does not necessarily protect the domestic market or consumers. For the U.S. fishing industry, foreign vessels may gain an unfair advantage
by operating under flag states unwilling or unable to enforce international fisheries
conservation and management measures.90 The current U.S. definition excludes
using trade measures to address the unfair advantages provided by flag states unwilling to enforce legal requirements for fishing in foreign EEZs. By contrast, the more
recent Maritime SAFE Act91 provides capacity building to foreign flag states that are
unable to enforce international fisheries conservation and management measures.92
Being based on the IPOA-IUU definition, this includes capacity development on
the ability to address illegal fishing in foreign EEZs.93 The current design of U.S.
trade measures is comparatively insufficient to level the playing field for the U.S.
fishing industry.
16
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NOAA is aware that this fundamental gap in the design of U.S. trade measures
arises from the domestic definition of IUU fishing in NOAA’s implementing regulation and not the Moratorium Protection Act.94 In this author’s opinion, questions
of where unilateral action and resources should focus is a question best left to the
implementation of trade measures as opposed to their design. The 2019 Report to
Congress suggests that NOAA agrees. NOAA intends to redesign the identification
and certification procedure to include the flag state responsibilities for vessels illegally fishing in the EEZ of foreign states:
NOAA will undertake a regulatory action to broaden, consistent with the statute,
its regulatory definition of IUU fishing for the purposes of identification under
the MPA to include situations where there is a clear pattern of vessels flagged to a
nation conducting fishing activities in the EEZ of other nations without authorization of the respective coastal state. This will enable us, in future reports to Congress, to identify any nation that meets those criteria.95

An analysis of previous Reports to Congress and subsequent domestic amendments suggest that legislative reforms do actually occur after gaps are identified by
NOAA’s Reports to Congress. Early Reports to Congress included subsections on
“other” information. These noted a state’s non-compliance with RFMO reporting
requirements, but also that this was not used for identification.96 This was because
U.S. law was unclear upon whether such non-compliance could form the basis of
identification “in the absence of some linkage to the activity of vessels.”97 In 2013,
NOAA clarified its position by opting for the broader interpretation,98 followed by
amendments in 2015 explicitly providing for the identification of states on the basis
of their own acts or omissions.99
Other limitations to the identification procedure have also been addressed once
they came to light. In 2015, the years of practice reviewed for identification was
expanded from two to three years.100 The possibility of identifying a fishing entity
was also added.101 Finally, in 2016, the number of IUU fishing vessels required for
identification was dropped to one.102
Until the U.S. definition is reformed, NOAA’s concerns with China’s flag state
jurisdiction will still be subject to follow-up engagement and analysis by NOAA:
NOAA will engage with China to seek information on its efforts to exercise
responsible flag state control over its distant water fishing vessels and to confirm
that it is taking the necessary steps to ensure compliance by its fleet. We will also
continue to take steps to ensure that the United States is not importing seafood
derived from this type of IUU fishing activity.103

Thus, NOAA’s reporting on its issues with Chinese-flagged vessels also represents a possible willingness to address a major fishing state subject to significant IUU
fishing concerns. In international fisheries law this can only be a welcome development. A repeat criticism of the EU’s comparable non-cooperating states procedure
has been the uneven distribution of its identifications when compared to the distribution of IUU fishing practices.104 Among others, Odom argues “there is significant
commonality between the nations who ranked poorly in IUU Fishing Index and the
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nations that have received yellow and red cards,” but the lack of yellow cards for
“big offenders” (China, Japan or Russia) could demonstrate systemic discrimination.105 The USA appears here more willing to identify major fishing states, but only
time will tell if the USA expands its very limited negative certification practice and
the consequences therewith. Ecuador has been identified in 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017,
and 2019, yet never negatively certified. The lasting impact of identifications alone,
without negative certifications in practice, is therefore questionable. Until then, it
is even less clear what “steps” will be taken regarding non-identified China.106

IV. Existing Gaps: Vessels Without Nationality
Engaged in IUU Fishing
The 2019 Report to Congress also highlights many cases of IUU fishing by stateless vessels (vessels without nationality) “that have characteristics of Chinese registration but which China has denied are Chinese-flagged vessels.”107 Given the
significant number of stateless “Chinese characteristic” vessels on the North Pacific
Fisheries Commission (NPFC) IUU Vessel List,108 this raises the question whether it
remains suitable that the identification and certification scheme cannot address the
activities of vessels without nationality.
As noted above (Part II), the conduct of vessels without nationality is not normally attributable to a flag state. The fact that this practice is included in a section
on “China’s practices” may demonstrate experimentation with a broader interpretation of the “genuine link” and thereby knock-on effects for the breadth of vessels
covered by a flag state’s due diligence obligation.109 This interpretation would include,
in addition to the state’s formal response, the weighing of the “characteristics” of
registration. This could prevent states using ambiguities in the legal status of a vessel
to raise uncertainties in the applicable principles of international law.110 For example,
a state may be deterred from interdicting fishing vessels on the high seas under Article 110(d) of UNCLOS if it is unsure whether the vessel is without nationality. Compensation is due if suspicions are unfounded.111 If political tensions with China exist,
the possibility of further dispute may discourage interdiction unless Article 110(d)
clearly applies.
However, a very solid counter argument is that any subjective element on
whether “characteristics” are sufficient to raise flag state obligations is also open to
misuse. For example, the lack of transparency in identification thresholds under the
EU’s non-cooperating states procedure has resulted in uncertainty as to whether the
EU actually goes beyond international standards, and its stated objectives thereof.112
The NPFC Convention Area concerns the high seas. Therefore, only the failure
to fulfill the jurisdictional duties of port states or states of nationality113 could facilitate
vessels without nationality conducting IUU fishing therein. A more readily available
response by the USA would be to take enforcement action directly against the vessels
without nationality.114
If NOAA was set on using the identification procedure it should look beyond
18
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identifying a flag state responsible, instead focusing on “actions of nation” that
violate and undermine CMMs to which the USA is party.115 If the relevant RFMO
has a CMM on the control of nationals, a state of nationality could be identified if
it failed to investigate or take appropriate action against a national reportedly
engaged in IUU fishing. This has never been the basis of identification, although it
has been discussed by NOAA in the cases of Korea, Spain and Russia.116
In contrast, the EU non-cooperating states procedure would be more readily
applicable. The EU procedure reviews states fulfilling their responsibilities as flag
states, coastal states, port states and market states.117 The EU had developed extensive
practice on its interpretation of port states duties in international fisheries law and
has not hesitated in notifying states of possible EU trade measures if these duties
are not fulfilled.118 Concerning China, it is an NPFC member and denies these listed
vessels are Chinese flagged vessels. Apart from allowing port entry for inspection
or other enforcement action, China’s port state duties include an obligation under
international law and the NPFC Convention to deny port entry to these vessels—
regardless of the Chinese homeports painted on the vessels’ hulls.119 Proactive states
are best monitoring and assisting China in meeting its clearer port state obligations.

V. Conclusion
The U.S. identification and certification procedure principally aims to address
one of several driving forces of global IUU fishing, namely poor governance by flag
states. Until international cooperation is fully forthcoming,120 there will be a place for
unilateral trade measures by states concerned that non-compliant or non-cooperating
states are undermining their interests, or those of the international community.121
The 2019 Report to Congress represents an invaluable lesson to all states on the
importance of how IUU fishing is defined when designing state-to-state trade measures. A number of benefits arise from following the international definition of IUU
fishing, but states are not bound to do so.
Designing state-to-state trade measures to exclude flag states facilitating illegal
fishing in foreign EEZs was seen as unnecessary and inconsistent with international
and national interests. From the international perspective, it excludes the most welldefined and universally accepted form of IUU fishing, which is also subject to multilaterally agreed flag state obligations. If unilateral trade measures are building on
the primary responsibility of flag states,122 they should first and foremost apply here.
Domestically, this exclusion undermines U.S. “global leadership” and fails to protect
the U.S. market and operators from the unfair advantages provided to foreign operators illegally fishing in foreign EEZs. The 2019 concerns with China highlight that
this limitation should be discouraged and reform is necessary.
If one takes a broader perspective, the subsequent Maritime SAFE Act states
U.S policy as including “develop[ing] holistic diplomatic, military, law enforcement,
economic, and capacity-building tools to counter IUU fishing [as defined in IPOAUnilateral Trade Measures and the Importance of Defining IUU Fishing
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IUU].”123 On law enforcement, the Lacey Act punishes, among others, persons
importing into the USA the fisheries catch or products resulting from illegal fishing
in foreign EEZs.124 On economic tools, the Seafood Import Monitoring Program progresses toward closing the U.S. market to fish or products resulting from IUU fishing,
including illegal fishing in foreign EEZs.125 Now, these measures address the personal
economic advantages of IUU fishing and not poor flag state governance. Yet they
do reiterate the anomalous nature of narrowly designing trade measures within an
IUU fishing policy and toolbox which endeavors to be integrated and holistic.126
In contrast, the exclusion of vessels without nationality from the U.S. definition
of IUU fishing rightly reflects the lack of any flag state responsible for exercising
jurisdiction and thus possible U.S. identification. The 2019 Report to Congress controversially raises attribution on the basis of a vessel’s “characteristics” similar to a
flag state’s vessels. This carries inherent risks of abuse and existing responses in
international law are more appropriate. Trade measures against flag states facilitating
IUU fishing should continue to exclude vessels without nationality, by design.
Moving forward, the USA should amend the identification and certification
procedure to include flag states responsible for illegal fishing in foreign EEZs. This
will remove an unnecessary and discriminatory distinction in the design of U.S.
trade measures combating IUU fishing. If necessary, the USA may then still exercise
its discretion in implementation to focus identifications on fishing activities that
directly infringe upon U.S. fisheries interests. Any question of identifying flag states
for IUU fishing by stateless vessels with “characteristics” of that flag state should be
dropped. If the USA wishes to make progress here, it will need to follow the EU’s
example and design trade measures that address coastal states, port states, market
states and states of nationality that are facilitating IUU fishing.
For the EU moving forward, the non-cooperating states procedure follows the
IPOA-IUU definition of IUU fishing. The critiques of bias or discrimination in EU
trade measures therefore result not from design, but implementation.127 This is in
part due to the initial audits and informal dialogues remaining confidential. Commentators and states only have access to the EU’s reasoning in the more limited
cases of a foreign state being issued a pre-identification notification (“yellow card”).
Perhaps the EU has or is engaging China in confidential dialogue. The lack of transparency on which states are subject to continuing informal dialogues or have implemented reforms necessary to avoid a yellow card therefore increases the perceived
discrimination. It would be in the interest of the EU and its partners to follow the
transparency evident in the Reports to Congress. Similar to NOAA’s “concerns,” the
EU could list its ongoing informal dialogues and omit any substantive details that
could jeopardize the process. Informal dialogues that conclude in a yellow card being
unnecessary could then be reported in detail similar to NOAA’s reporting on states
considered but not identified. These minor reforms would greatly improve procedural transparency and shed further light on how states interpret their obligations
to combat IUU fishing in international law.
Finally, whether trade measures are substantively and procedurally fit for purpose and whether they should then be implemented against a foreign state are sep20
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arate questions. The difficult and potentially controversial task of identifying states—
including if this should include China—is left to NOAA.
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